Supplementary figures
Figure S1: Age distribution of the individuals used in age-series datasets. The y-axis shows the frequency. The dataset name is indicated on the right-hand side. Figure S5 : Distribution of aging-related change in different brain regions in GTEx dataset. The x-axis shows the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between expression and age for a gene. The y-axis shows relative frequency calculated by the R "density" function. The colors indicate the group of genes included -red: all genes in a GTEx dataset and, blue: genes in GTEx that are in common with microarray datasets used in the study. The overlap between the two distributions indicates that genes represented on microarrays are not fundamentally different from the rest of the transcriptome with respect to expression changes during brain aging. Figure S7 : Permutation test result for the consistency of up-down enriched GO BP categories after removal of the duplicate GO groups (permutation test p=0.017, using the same permutations used for generating Figure S3 ).
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No. GO Groups enriched in up−down genes and shared across datasets Figure S8 : Up-down reversal among all genes assigned to neuron-related categories compared to non-neuronal genes. We joined members of all 581 GO groups that contained the term "neuron" in their definition, which resulted in 3505 genes (overlapping with 2512-2962 genes in each dataset). We then calculated the odds ratio for up-down vs. up-up among neuronal genes compared to all other genes, shown on the y-axis. The odds ratios were >1 among 16/19 datasets (permutation test p=0.095). Figure S9 : Cell type specific expression analysis using (a) mouse cell-type specific brain microarray and (b) human brain scRNA-seq dataset. x-axis shows individual age on the fourth root scale and y-axis represents the relative contribution of each cell type obtained from the linear model (explained in Methods). The correlations between individual age and neuronal contribution for the aging period ranges between -0.79 and -0.12 (median -0.35) using the mouse cell-type specific brain dataset, and between -0.39 and 0.05 (median -0.10) using the human brain scRNA-seq dataset. Figure 3 . The y-axis shows the scaled mean expression level of genes in a cluster, and x-axis shows individual age on the fourth root scale. The spline curves were calculated to represent expression change with age among the mean expression levels for a gene cluster, for each dataset and brain region. The cluster numbers are indicated on the upper right corner of each plot. 
